86. Pot and Paint
Corner Cottage,
Abinger Lane, Abinger Common, RH5 6JH
Tel: 01306 730818
Come off the A25, turn down Hollow Lane, make a sharp right turn by the well on the right, into Abinger Lane. The studio is on the right.

88. Studio Reiko
Park Stables,
Leith Hill Road, Abinger Common, RH5 6LW
Tel: 07917 886910
Turn off A25 into Hollow Lane, towards Leith Hill Road for 1.5 miles then turn right into R.H.S. driveway.

90. Jane Bohane
The Studio, Little Birketts,
Holmbury Lane,
Holmbury St. Mary, RH5 6NA
Tel: 07855 149566
The Studio is on the B2126 between Forest Green & Holmbury St Mary. From Forest Green it is the first cottage on the right after passing Tanhurst Lane.

91. Jethro Knight
1 Redcap Cottages,
New Road, Forest Green, RH5 5SA
Tel: 01306 621520
In Forest Green take the turn to The Parrot pub, then turn right onto New Road (the unmade road) we are near the far end.

89. Terence Ward
Four Oaks,
Cathill Lane, Ockley, RH5 5QP
Tel: 07941 190789
Through Ockley on the A29, at the end of the village turn right into Cathill Lane. Four Oaks is the second house on the right.